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Television Broadcast Limited (TVB) and Asi
Television Limited (ATV) are the two enfranchise
television stations in Hong Kong. The two Chines
language channels operated by these companies tend t
have programme duplication so as not to lose audienc
share to its rival. The null hypothesis stating that th
duplicated programming strategy has no effect on th
respective audience share was rejected, indicating on
of audience's selection criteria was based on the
programmes.
Among different programme types, drama was the most
dominant one in viewer preference. Due to this reason,
the most effective schedule pattern is strip and
block, having drama series across the week days
horizontally and through out the night vertically. The
best substitute for drama is higher quality dramas.
In order to maintain the minimum programme
variations in the daily schedule, non-dramas should be
arranged between two strong dramas the lead in and lead
out effect may prevent a significant drop in share.
TVB, as a market leader, will scneauie drama
:)roarammes in the key slots to maintain its dominant
3
share. ATV is forced to counteract by the same type of
programmes, otherwise the share will be even lower. Thus
duplication of drama programmes in prime time is
probably inevitable.
The situation for special event programmes is
different. ATV's special event programmes could get a
higher audience share except when encountered by the
same type of programmes in TVB. That means ATV should
avoid its special event programmes to be attacked by
TVB's duplicated programming strategy. On the contrary,
TVB should arrange special event programmes when ATV has
this type on air. This strategy, however, needs further
study because the related cases in the research sample
was rather limited and showed some inconsistency.
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This research concerns television audience's choice
between different programme options and different
stations. Before going into any details about the
research, the history of television industry in Hong
Kong will be introduced first, then discussions on
relevant audience viewing theories will be followed,
and, finally, the research objective will be
specifically defined.
Television Industry in Hong Kong
The two enfranchised commercial broadcast television
stations in Hong Kong are Television Broadcast Limited
(TVB) and Asia Television Limited (ATV). Each of the
licensees broadcasts on one Chinese language and one
English language channel, reaching a potential audience
of 5.3 million viewers. According to a survey
commissioned by the Television Authority, over 98% of
all homes in Hong Kong possessed one or more television
sets.(1)
TVB started its wireless television broadcasting in
1967 as a pioneer and consolidated its position as the
dominant force in television in this period. ATV, as a
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late comer, struggled for its survival as soon as it was
established. Rediffusion Hong Kong Limited (RTV), the
company before re-named as ATV, began its broadcast in
1972 and was a loser in the rating battle. As a result
of losses incurred, the ownership of RTV was passed from
English capital to Australian capital, then to local
money and the company was renamed. Even under different
leadership, its audience share was around 20% to 30% and
has changed little for a number of years. Last year,
another local consortium took over ATV and has
confidence in changing the situation.
The rating battle will be more intensive in the near
future. Telediffusion de Macau (TDM), the only
television station in Macau, is planning to boost its
signal so as to reach about one million Hong Kong
audiences. The tender for cable television was closed in
February this year and programmes from the cable will
reach subscribers' home within two years time. TVB and
ATV have to face the competition.
Before the situation becomes too complicated, it is
a good time to study the programming strategies and the
audience viewing behaviour. By analysing viewer choices
between different programme options and different
channels, a general principle in programme scheduling
will possibly be formulated, which may be a good
reference for the present licensees or for the market
3
intruders.
Programming Strategies of Present Licensees
According to a Television Audience Survey(2, 90% of
viewers watched the two Chinese language channels most
often. In order to entertain the majority, the licensees
allocate a great portion of their resources and, efforts
to these channels. It is the reason why only the
programming strategies in the Chinese channels will be
discussed in this research.
There were complaints that the schedules in the
prime time were dominated by entertainment productions
of similar genre and serialized drama continued to be
the major programme type.(3) Strip scheduling, that is
the same programme in the same time slot from Monday to
Friday, was the main strategy. While in some occasions,
both stations tend to air similar programmes so as not
to lose audience share to its competitor. Choices of
different programme types are thus limited.
From these strategies applied by the two licensees,
we find two important aspects for our study. For which
programme types do audiences have higher preference? Is
duplicated programming an effective way to fight for
audience share?
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Studies and Theories of Programme Ty eE
and Viewing Behaviour
Harvey J. Levin (1980) pointed out "all programmes
can in some basic sense be considered unique, from an
audience point at least"(p.53), but television
producers, station owners and public policy makers are
inclined to classify programmes into different
categories. This is the reason why government imposes
some programming conditions on licensees. In Hong Kong,
at least two comprehensive news bulletins are regulated
to be scheduled between 18:00 and 24:00 and should not
be separated by more than 3 1/2 hours. The Report of
Broadcasting Review Board (4) also suggested a balanced
programme schedule by including more documentary and
current affairs programmes.
The use of programme type concept, as Levin pointed
out, "assumes that individual programmes can be usefully
subclassified among a set of programme categories such
that programmes across types are perceived by viewers as
offering poorer substitutes than do programmes within
the same type" (p.55). Afterward, Levin proved that the
programme type concept were not only a producer related
concept, "the type differences do appear to matter for
the viewers" (pp.59-86).
The question that followed is how people select
among those programme types. Several theories of viewer
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behaviour were presented in Levin's book. Peter
Steiner's theory presumes "viewers watch their
first preference only, or else switch off" (p.87).
Accordingly, television programmers tend to schedule
similar programme types so as not to lose shares to his
rivals. Duplicated programming implicitly reflects
Steiner's theory.
The so-called passive theory of viewer behavior,
suggested by Bruce Owen, Jack Beebe and Will Manning,
states that "viewers will always prefer some viewing to
no viewing, however low the programme on their
preference scale,..... they may indeed switch among
programmes to gain preferred options, when programme
availability changes" (pp.87-88). The theory implies the
use of the medium is influenced by exogenous factors,
such as work hours, living habits, or outside weather.
Although viewers are regarded as passive in the theory,
they can use the medium only when they are available.
Rand--Corporation theory, developed by Stanley Besen
and Bridger Mitchell, modifies the passive viewing
theory by pointing out that "viewers will watch a second
or low choice programme but... will become non-viewers
if the available viewing alternatives are sufficiently
poor" (p.88). Peter Wiles amends the theory and
introduces the concept of mass audience (or common
denominator) programmes which viewers are willing to
watch if their first preference options are not
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available (p.88).
Different theories propose different viewing
patterns, nevertheless, they have a common view that
audience choices are related to the programme types
available. James G. Webster and Jacob J. Wakshlag (1983)
try to compile different schools of thought into a
theory of television programme choice. Two of the main
concepts stated in the theory and related to this study
are "Viewer Availability" and "Viewer Awareness". These
two concepts can be explained from another perspective.
The former is related to the absolute number of
audience viewers do or do not watch a specific
programme because of exogenous factors. The latter is
related to the audience share an available viewer may
switch to a particular channel to find his preferred
programme if he is aware there is a choice.
Studies and Theories of Programming Strategies
Programming strategies that are commonly used are as
followinas:
(a) Duplicated:
Programmes of similar types are broadcast at the'
same time in different channels. It is sometimes
named as "copy-cat, head-to-head" (McCavitt: 1986)
or "blunting" (Tiedge and Ksobiech: 1987).
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(b) Diversified:
Programmes of different types are scheduled to
appeal to different audiences. It is also called
"counter" (McCavitt: 1986) or "counterprogramming"
(Tiedae and Ksobiech: 1987).
(c) Strip:
By scheduling a programme series at the same time
each day, usually from Monday to Friday. Such
strategy encourages habit formation by the audience.
It is known as "horizontal programming".
(d) Block:
In order to keep audiences who tune in for one
programme to remain with the station for programmes
that follow, similar programmes with similar
audience appeal are scheduled one after the other.
This strategy is regarded as "vertical programming".
(e) Checkerboard:
Different programmes are aired in the same time slot
in each day.
Among these programming strategies, the first two,
duplicated and diversified programming, take the rival's
schedule into considerations. James T. Tiedge and
Kenneth J. Ksobiech have studied these two strategies.
By analysing the mean snares of u.s. network prime
time series from 1963 to 1985, Tiedge and Ksobiech found
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that the network with diversified programming has done
well in the situation when the other two networks have
duplicated programmes (Tiedge and Ksobiech: 1987). This
is explained by considering the two duplicated
programmes must split a particular audience segment,
leaving the rest of the available audience to view a
diversified programme.
similar stuay was carried out ny Michael D. Henry
and Heikki J. Rinne by introducing the concept
offensive and defensive strategies (Henry and Rinne:
1984). Offensive programming is defined as scheduling a
network's strongest shows in sequence on certain nights
of the week and putting them against the opposition's
weakest show. Defensive programming is regarded as
scattering a network's strongest programmes throughout
the week, putting each of them against the opposition's
strongest shows. The conclusion is that the offensive
strategy with one's strongest to attack the competitor's
weaknesses is almost universally more effective than the
defensive strategy by one's strongest shows to nullify
the competitor's strongest show. The strength of a show
is related to several factors, viewer preference is one
of them. A strong show must be the type of programme
which is high in viewer preference.
In other words, scneauling o wnaz prQyraniiue LypeS
in which time slots is one of the main problems that a
television programmer should consider.
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Research Objectives
The objective of this research is to study whether
different programming strategies, duplicated or
diversified, have influence on the audience share of the
two Chinese language channels. If the influence exists,
which tvne of nroaramme can aet a hiaher share.
Because of time pressure and resource constraint,
)nly programmes in Chinese channels are studied and
Limited between October 3rd and December 30th, 1988.
(1) The Twelfth Report of the Television Advisory Board
on the Progress of Television in Hong Kong (January,
1986- August 1987), Hong Kong: Government Printer,
1987, p.5.
(2) Television Audience Attitude Survey, conducted by
the Census and Statistics Department on behalf of
the Television and Entertainment Licensing Authority
during the period from July 19th, 1983 to July 31st,
1983.
(3) The Twelfth Report of the Television Advisory Board,
1987, pp.15-16
(4) Report of the Broadcasting Review Board, Hong Kong:
Government Printer, 1985. The Broadcasting Review
Board was appointed by the Governor to recommend the
broadcasting policies with a focus upon the long
term programming needs of the public, the





In this chapter, the model for analysing different
programming strategies will be discussed at first. After
that, details about the procedures in data collection
and the analysing skill used will be introduced.
Min in Mrrol
At a particular time slot, a programme on TVB and a
programme on ATV come together to form a programme type
combination, which will be either of the same programme
type (duplicated programming) or of different types
(diversified programming). The effect of different
programme type combinations on the audience's selection
between the channels is the main concern of this
research.
Suppose in a particular time slot T. drama programm(
is telecast in TVB and news programme is on ATV,
television audience should make a choice between them.
The difference in the audience size is an indication o1
viewer's preference programme type with a large
the particular time slot T.
audience size has a higher priority of being chosen at
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Since the total audience size watching television is
different in every time slot, comparisons of the
absolute audience size is meaningless. Audience share of
a channel, that is the percentage of the total Chinese
channels audience watching the particular channel, is
comparable with each other regardless the time slot and
the absolute audience size. The minimum and maximum
values of a channel's audience share are zero and one
hundred.
However, since this research considers both the
programme types on the two channels at time T. the
difference in the attraction of these two programme
types can be evaluated from the difference in the
audience shares of the two channels.
The share difference DIFSHARE between the drama
programme type in TVB and the news programme type in ATV




where TSHAKHDrama(T) Tvb tiuaienee Z)i1dLe Wdl.Ulllily
Drama at time T
ASHARENews(T).= ATV Audience Share Watching
News at time T
The DI FSHARE Drama/ News (T) is zne ui Terence uue Ulle
two different programme types, drama and news. In this
situation, it is classified as share difference in
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diversification programme type. DIFSHAREDrama/Drama(Tx)
or DIFSHARENews/News(Ty) are regarded under the category
of duplicated programme type. By correlation analysis,
the null hypothesis that there is no relationship
between the share differences and the duplicated/
diversified programming is tested. Chi-square is used in
the test.-
Chi-square test only shows whether there is
correlation between the two variables or not, it cannot
tell in what ways the two variables related to one
another. Thus, a t-test is applied to look into their
relationships.
In order to have a t-test, all the share differences
DIFSHARE are group according to their combinations of
programme types. For example, DI FSHAREDrama/ News (T 1) at
time Ti to DIFSHAREDrama/News(Tn) at time Tn are grouped
together and the mean value of DIFSHAREDrama/News can be
obtained. This value indicates viewers' general
preference between TVB drama and ATV news. Higher the
value, higher the viewer preference on TVB drama to ATV
news. If a negative value is obtained, people would
prefer ATV news to TVB drama.
In the t-test, DIFSHAREDrama/Drama, the average
share difference between TVB drama and ATV drama, is
used to compare with DIFSHAREDrama/News• The result of
the two-tails test indicates the relationship between
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DIFSHAREDrama/News and DIFSHAREDrama/Drama whether the
former is significantly larger or smaller than the
latter. If the former is larger, that means TVB drama
can get a higher audience share when ATV has news
programmes than ATV has drama programmes. If the former
is smaller, that suggests ATV news programmes are better
in drawing audience share than its drama programmes when
dealing with TVB dramas.
Other t-tests are also done between
DIFSHAREDrama/Drama and each DIFSHAREX/Y, share
difference between TVB programme X and ATV programme Y.
By examining all the results, a general idea about the
viewers' relative preference for which programme types
would be developed and a programming strategy could
possibly be formulated.
The Sample
This study concentrated on the viewing choices
between the two Chinese channels (Jade channel of TVB
and Gold channel of ATV), viewers of the English
channels were regarded as non-viewers.
The audience viewing pattern studied was between
October 3rd, 1988 and December 30th, 1988 (total of 13
weeks) and between the prime time hour 18:00 and 24:00.
Every quarter of an hour was a unit of analysis, thus
there are up to 24 time slots in each night. Only those
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non-holiday week days (Monday to Friday) were taken intc
account. Viewers' availability in a non-holiday week day
evening can be considered relatively stable when
compared with holiday nights. Other factors that may
affect the total audience size such as the weather
condition of a particular night were excluded in this
research.
As the weekly audience survey report from TVB
expresses audience ratings in quarter hours, it is the
reason why quarter hours is the time slot unit that the
research going to study. A portion of the TVB report is
shown Figure 2.1. (For more details, please refer to
REPORT2 : GENERALAUDIENCEESTIMATES MONDAY 03/10/1998
TVB JAOE ATV GOLD
HONES
PROGRAMMESTIGE 114551 114551(5121) PROGRAVHES(5121)TVR
IOB700 25 ATV GOODMORNING906 111 1015 12 1030 6 144 18 2045 1929 95 14 34
95279 15800 12 232 95l0 1315 790 10177 96 410 6 140 21 13
7 147 53 27900
15 6 3 1141347 3 71 3330 7926845
5 IBSPECTOR GADGEI/ES73259 NEWSTU/POLLY ANNA S269 230 21 SIEP JUN35745
9255320OX IALE 1642715 12 17530 WSATHER/ECON8./5-PRISY47 8 11645
46 2151900 24015 2685330 2531445 55
253552000 LEGENOOF HS CHOI KAMFKl5 7995430 29345 56
277592100 NEKS/ECONDHIC ROUNOUR23161l5 MAJONG2066130 5645
512200 5015 1475730 131944545
203777292300 ECON9./LLIFE WITH FUG2515 41 3765191930 1445
298142400 422991115 63 EOTEIBS OALLDRS34610 15 251177 13445
Figure 2.1: Television Audience Survey Weekly Summary
from TVB (A portion).
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Appendix A). A sample of five cases were randomly
selected from each time slot between 18:00 and 24:00 in
every week day. For example, five cases were chosen from
Monday time slot 18:00 and the audience viewing
situations were studied.
The total number of time slots in the time span
studied was 1488(1) and the number of samples selected
was 600(2). Afterward, the sample was checked to see if
any important programme type combinations were missed or
not sufficiently chosen for further statistical
analysis.
Data Collectior
Data of audience size were reaa from "Television
Audience Survey Weekly Summary", a TVB internal
circular. The TVB Summary was based upon a more detailed
information provided by AGB McNair, who is the
authorized agent in audience survey by the two stations,
and projected the number of audience to the nearest
thousand, thus this research could obtain more precise
figures in audience shares by simple calculations. The
audience share figures shown in the summary were not
used because they were. rounded up to the nearest integer
and may lead to some inaccuracy in our latter
manipulations.
The titles of programmes telecast in each time slot
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could also be obtained from the TVB Summary. Information
of the programmes were checked against the official
weekly publications of the licensees, namely Hong Kong
Television of TVB and Television Weekly香 港 電 視
of ATV. These publications contained the电 视 周 刊
programme scneauie or the two stations and the
information on important programmes.
With reference to these TV guides, each programme
was grouped under a programme type category which was
classified according to the nature of the programmes,
such as drama, news, game show etc.
The time slot in which the two stations broadcast
programmes under the same programme type category was
regarded as duplicated programming while programmes
belong to different type categories was diversified
programminq.
liana Ana.iysis '1'ecnniques
Chi-square was employed in testing the correlatior
between the duplicated/diversified programming and the
share differences in the sampled time slots. T-tests
were used to find out any significant deviations in the
share differences of different programme type
combinations when compared with the drama duplicated
programming. The meaning of these tests were explained
in The Model section in this chapter.
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(1) 1488 cases= 24 time slots*( 13 weeks* 5 days- 3
public holidays). The three public holidays were on
October 19, December 26 and 27.
(2) 600 cases 5 samples* 24 time slots* 5 days.
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CHAPTER III
OVERVIEWS OF PROGRAMME TYPES
AND VIEWING PATTERNS
In this chapter, the general programming pattern of
the two channels in the prime time will be presented. An
overview of audience viewing behaviour will also be
discussed
Programme Types
In 1984, the Census and Statistics Department did a
survey about television audience preference on different
programme types(') which was a guideline for our
typology. Reference to Levin's classifications(2) was
also made.
The classification of programme types in this
research was based on the nature of the programmes.
Within the 13 weeks studied, programmes of the two
stations were grouped into 17 categories. Each of them
will be explained in the following paragraphs.
1) Drama:
Drama programmes in this period were mainly in
serial format; the story lasted more than one
episode of the programme. This type of programme was
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usually arranged in strip, that is telecast from
Monday to Friday in the same time slot.
Examples-- Twilight of a Nation 太 平 天 國
(TVB: Monday- Friday 19:10- 20:10)
Bandit From Hong Kong
張 保 仔
(ATV: Monday- Friday 19:05- 20:02)
2) Situation Comedy:
Situation Comedy Type was only found in TVB
schedule. This type was in half hour format, story
completed in each episode with the main character
continued. All in the Family was a typical
overseas examnle
Examples-- Everybody's Somebody Favorite 都 市 方 程 式
3) Special Event:
Under this category, programmes were live events
with distinct theme. The programme duration was not
fixed, usually over two hours. Miss Universe
Pageant and Grammy Awards are foreign productions
of this type
Examples-- Tung Wah Charity Show '88' 歡 樂 滿 東 華
(TVB: December 9th, 20:20- 26:00)
Asian Singing Contest '88’
亞 太 歌 唱 比 賽
(ATV: December 9th, 20:30 23:00)
4) Variety Show:
Non-drama programmes composed of singing, dancing,
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short plays, gags, games, interviews, etc. All the
programme segments are light and amusing without any
distinct theme. Audience can join or quit the
programme at any moment the keep-tuned attraction
is lower than dramas. No sample of this type was
fminci in ATV schedule
Example-- Enjoy Yourself Tonight 歡 樂 今 宵
(TVB: Monday- Friday 21:50- 23:30)
5) Magazine Programme:
Non-drama programmes with distinct main themes, such
as to introduce past faces of Hong Kong. The
presentation style is lively and humorous,
information is passed through gags or short plays.
No sample of this type was found in ATV.
Example Passing Faces of Hong Kong 香 港 倒 錢 鏡
(TVB: Thursday 20:05- 20:35)
6) Game Show:
Audience can participate in the programme and win
prizes in playing games. The usual programme
duration is half hour.
Examples-- Star of Fortune 運 財 福 星
(TVB: Thursday 20:10- 20:42)
11 Ma Jong 麻 雀 擂 台
(ATV: Monday 21:30 -22:00)
7) Children Programme:
Programmes with a clear intention for children Only
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cartoons were included in the sample. All were
Japanese production with locally dubbed Cantonese
dialogue.
Examples-- "Ox Tale"
肥 牛 牛 布 斯
(TVB: Monday- Friday 17:55- 18:20)
"Button Nose" 我 愛 士 多 啤 梨
(ATV: Monday- Friday 17:50- 18:15)
8) News
News reporting. News specials such as International
News Review 1988 was grouped under this category.
Examples-- "The Six-Thirty Report" 六 點 半 新 聞 報 導
(TVB: Monday- Sunday 18:30- 18:50)
"News Report" 新 聞 報 導
(ATV: Monday- Sunday 18:15- 18:45)
9) Public Affairs Programme:
Programme content is public affairs oriented, but
presented in a lively way with location shootings.
Examples-- T"uesday Report" 呈 朋 二 檔 案
(TVB: Tuesday 20:10- 20:42)
"Police Call" 警 訊
(ATV: Friday 21:30- 21:45)
10) Discussion/ Debate:
This type of programme is also public affairs
oriented, but the presentation is in a more serious
way, mainly in the form of discussion, debate or
speech.
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Examples-- "The Year in Question" 回 顧 興 前 膽
(TVB: December 16th, 19:15- 19:45)
"Today in Leqco" 講 事 論 事
(ATV: Wednesday 21:30 -21:45)
11) Sports:
Examples- "Sports Spectacular"
體 壇 焦 點
(TVB: Thursday 23:15- 23:40)
The 9th Asian Cup Football Championship
第 九 屆 亞 洲 杯 足 球 錦 標 賽
(ATV: December 15th, 23:15- 24:50
12) Horse Racing:
This type was exclusive in ATV
Example- "Racing Results"
賽 馬 結 果
(ATV: Wednesday 23:20- 24:20)
13) Station Promotion Programme:
Promotion of other programmes or the image of the
whole station
Examples- "TVB Anniversary Happy Moments" 開 心 歡 樂 廿 一 年
(TVB: Thursday 20:10- 20:42)
亞 唱 快 訊'Asian Singing Contest '88 Lead In
(ATV: December 8th, 21:30- 22:00)
14) Documentary:
Examples- "The Great Wall" 長 城
(TVB: Nov. 21- 25, 19:10- 20:07)
"Below the Peak" 港 角 鏡
(ATV: Wed. Fri. 21:45- 22:00)
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15) General Information:
The presentation of this type was mainly in the form
of chit-chat between programme presenters. Unlike
the Documentary type, it has little or no location
shootings and was solely recorded in studio.
Contents were limited in mild and general subjects,
not public affairs oriented.
Examples Night Shift 夜 班 一 族
(TVB: Monday 23:15- 23:40)
活 色 生 香
A Vigorous Life With Great Fun
(ATV: Monday 23:15- 24:35)
16) Advertising Magazine:
These types of programmes were composed of
advertising messages which were arranged in coherent
form, sometimes even a story was used to link up
iffPrcnt nrnduct's avertisement
Examble- "RCP Advertising Magazine" 聖 誕 精 品
(ATV: December 16th, 21:45- 22:00
17) Five Minuter: (excluded)
This type of programme was defined by their format,
not by their nature. Since their duration was less
than five minutes and slotted between normal
programmes, viewer preference to these programmes
was difficult to identify because the smallest time
unit analysed in this research was 15 minutes.
Programmes in Five Minuter format were of various
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nature, such as government campaign, cartoon for
children, or cross channel promotions. Due to the
ambiguity of this category, Five Minuter type was
excluded from our programme type analysis.
The test of the hypothesis and the following
discussions would be based on the first sixteen
classified programme types if programmes of 'the two
channels in the same time slot are of the same type, the
situation is defined as duplicated programming,
otherwise it is in diversified programming.
Basic Schedules in The Two Channels
with reterence to the programme types discussed
above, the basic schedules of the two channels are
delineated in the following pages. Since the unit for
analysis is in quarter hour, the basic schedules are
also expressed in quarter hours. If more than one
programme type are found in a particular time slot, only
the dominant programme type in that slot is considered.
TVB had rescheduled their programmes as of December
5th, the time tables before and after the change were
shown in Figure 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. ATV had a
relative stable schedule in this period as shown in
Figure 3.3. Both stations occasionally deviated from the
basic schedule for some special programmes. For
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Figure 3.2: Basic Schedule in TVBbetween December 5th,
and December 30th.
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
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Great Wall in 19:00 hour for one week in November, as.a
temporary replacement of drama programmes. Regular drama
programmes at 20:00 hour in ATV was sometimes pre-
empted, as the case on November 24th, for "The 1988
World Super Women's Volleyball Championship Final".
Sample Manipulation
Six hundred time slots out of 1488 were randomly
selected as the sample of our study. After looking
through the whole sample, some combinations in certain
programme types were found to have only one case which
made the t-test comparison impossible. Inclusion of more
cases in such combinations were done, thus another ten
time slots were selected. (For details, please refer to
the raw data in Appendix B).
Another adjustment for the sample was the exclusion
of those time slots having "Five Minuter" programme type
for the reasons discussed in above. Finally, the size of
the sample for duplicated/diversified programming
analysis was 532.
General Viewing Pattern
The average audience size by quarter hours
calculated from the sample could be considered as the
general viewing pattern of audiences in prime time. it
gave a rough idea about the fluctuation in the total
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number of audience in between 18:00 and 24:00. Figure
3.4 showed the situation graphically and Table 3.1






















18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00
TIME SLOT
Figure 3.4: Average Audience Size by Quarter Hour
The total audience size started to increase from the
slot 18:00 till 19:45, when reached around 2.4 million
audience. The highest rating was about 2.5 million at
time slot 20:30. After the slot 21:30, audience dropped































Table 3.1: Means and Standard Deviations of
Total Audience Size by Quarter Hours
The increase in audience size in tine early pare of
prime time (18:00- 19:45) could be explained by the
fact that as more working people back to home, more
audience would be expected. This argument was supported
by standard deviations of the audience size in that
period of time. Standard deviations were relatively
small (from 63.91 to 198.24) which meant that the sample
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values were not deviated from the average value very
much. Viewer availability was the external constraint
that kept the fluctuation small.
After time slot 21:30, the audience size contracted
as more people went to bed. The standard deviations in
this period (from 154.30 to 265.62) showed a greater
variation between the samples and the mean. People would
like to keep watching television if they found something
interesting, otherwise they might switch off. In this
time period, viewers were available, it was the TV
programmes that could attract audience that stay tuned.
(1) Types of programmes that viewers wanted to watch
more and preferred the stations to broadcast more
were (in descending order):- documentaries, news,
drama series, public affairs, feature films, sports,
variety shows, TV plays, youth programmes, arts
cultural programmes, magazine programmes, children
programmes, horse racing. This survey was conducted
in August/September, 1984. From Television and Sound
Broadcasting Survey, Main Report, Hong Kong:
Government Printer, 1984, p.13.
: -(2) Levin's classification of programme types were
Award ceremonies, Musical Drama, Situation Comedy,
Evening Animated, General Variety, Private
Detective, Comedy Variety, Western Drama, Official
Police, Feature Film, General Drama, Sports Event,
Suspense Mystery, Popular Music, General
Documentary, Adventure, Sports Commentary, Science
Fiction, News, Children Evening, News Documentary.
From Harvey J. Levin, Fact and Fancy in Television
Regulation: An Economic Study of Policy




TEST OF THE HYPOTHESIS
After defining different programme types, the
effectiveness of duplicated/diversified programming can
be tested with reference to share differences in the two
channels. This chapter discusses the test of hypothesis
with Chi-square.
The Hypothesis
With reference to the objective stated in Chapter I,
the null hypothesis is as follows,
There is no relationship between the
duplicated programming and the share
differences."
The Sample
The sample size after the adjustment was 532, in
which 156 were in duplicated programming and 376 in
diversification. The share differences ranged from the
minimum of -13.10 (that means ATV share was 56.55 and
higher than TVB share which was 43.45) to the maximum of
92.39 (TVB share was 96.195 and ATV was 3.805). The mean
was 66.78 with a standard deviation 18.75. The frequency
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distribution of share differences in an interval of five






























Figure 4.1: Frequency Distribution of Share Differences
in an Interval of Five.
As shown in the figure in above, the mode was at the
interval 75.00- 79.99 including 130 cases, and between
intervals 70.00 and 84.99, there were 269 (53+130+86)
cases or 50% of the sample. The frequency distribution
was clearly skewed to the end of greater share
differences.





In oraer to test the relationship between share
differences and duplicated programming, the former
variable should be divided into three groups of less
differences, moderate differences and greater
differences. Here, two different criterion could be
used to do the grouping either to divide the sample
into three equal groups according to their differences
(33.3% of the sample in the less differences group,
33.3% in the moderate and 33.3% in the greater) or
select the mode as the moderate difference (those below
the mode as the less difference group and above the mode
as the greater). Since different grouping criterion may
lead to different results, therefore, both criterion
were employed to do the Chi-square test.
(a) Divide the sample into three equal groups.
The range or snare airrerences ana number of cases
in each croup were shown in the following table:
PercentNo. ofinterval
CasesMin. Max.




Table 4.1: Share Difference Interval
in Equal Size Grouping
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The Chi-square test with reference to the above
grouping was shown in Table 4.2.
Duplicated Diversified ROW
TntalProg. Proq.
Less Diff. 22 155 177
Moderate Diff 84 93 177
Greater Diff. 50 128 178
Column Total 156 376 532
Chi-square= 52.59
Significance= 0.000
Table 4.2: chi-square test with equal grouping size in
share differences.
Since the chi-square value was 52.59 and the
significance level was below 0.01. Thus the null
hypothesis was rejected that meant there was a
relationship between the duplicated programming and the
share difference in the two channels.
(b) Divide the sample with reference to the mode.
With reference to the graph shown in Figure 4.1, the
intervals that have the three highest frequency
distributions were in between 70.00 and 85.00. These
intervals were chosen as the mode, those. share
differences below 70.00 were considered as below the
mode. and those above 85.00 were regarded as above the
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mode. The range of share differences and number of cases
were shown in the following table
Interval No. of Percent
Min. Cases
-13.10
Below Mode <70.00 217 40.8%
Mode >=70.00 <85.00 269 50.6%
Above Mode >=85.00 92.39 46 8.6%
Total
Table 4.3: Share Difference Interval with Reference
to the Mode
The Chi-square test based on the above grouping was
shown in Table 4.4.
Duplicated Diversified Row
Prog. Proq. Total
31Below Mode 186 217
148121 269Mode
4 42 46Above Mode
Column Total 156 376 532
Chi-square 64.b4
Significance= 0.000
Table 4.4: Chi-square test with reference to the mode.
The Chi-square value was 64.64 and the significance







rejected in this grouping. Relationship between cross
channels programme combinations and share differences
was expected.
According to the two tests done in the above, the
concludsion is that there was a certain relationship
between programme type combinations and share
differences. Chapter V will discuss how these two
variables related to each other.
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CHAPTER V
COMPARISONS OF PROGRAMME DUPLICATION
AND DIVERSIFICATION
As the Chi-square test in the previous chapter
suggested there was a relationship between the share
differences and the programming strategy, a discussion
is to be made on which programme type combinations have
a significant effect on the share differences. T-test
was used to compare the share differences in different
programme type combinations with that of Drama/Drama
combination.
Programme Type Combinations
The 532 cases in the sample were grouped according
to their programme type combinations forming 58 groups.
(A complete list of these combinations with their mean
values, standard deviations and number of cases can be
found in Appendix C.) Among these 58 different programme
type combinations, 17 of them contained only one case.
In these 17 combinations, the share difference in each
combination was influenced by a specific programme
rather than the programme type, thus they were excluded
from the analysis. The number of cases contained in the
remaining, 41 combinations ranged from 2 to 96. The
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Drama/ Drama combination, one of the 41 combinations,
composed the greatest number of cases, which was 96. ThE
mean value of the share difference in Drama/Drama
combination was chosen as the standard and compared with
those average share differences in each of the 40
combinations.
The reasons for using share difference in
Drama/Drama combination as the standard were as follow.
Drama was the dominant programme type in prime time.
With reference to the programme schedule as listed in
Figure 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, one could find that TVB has two
hours drama and ATV has three hours drama within the
six-hour prime time programmes. Besides, the chances for
duplicated drama programming was the greatest, which was
five out 24 time slots within one night. It was at time
slot 19:15, 19:30, 19:45, 20:45 and 21:00 that both
channels telecast drama programmes.
The T-test
The results of the t-test are presented in Table
5.1. In the table, one can find the mean value of share
difference of the programme combination (the first row
of each cell), the standard deviations of share
differences (second row), the number of cases in that
combination (third row), the t-value when compared with
the share difference in Drama/Drama combination (fourth
row) and the 2-tail probability (fifth row). A negative
40ATV Programme Type
TVB Special Gamp Public Promet GeberalProgramme Event Program News Sports Show Affairs
Horge
Progrnm Pary InformType
73.01 74.73 84.88 83.30 85.65 87.53 66.84 83. 633.28 6.28 2.67 4.32 5.21 2.82 3.86 4.34(96)Drnmg (6) (21) (15) (4) (3) (2) (8)
-2. 23 8.95 5.55 4. 46 4.46 8 7 6 4.54** ** **
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2.1310.814.30General (2)(2)reformation (3) 15.58-12.71
-10. 58
Notes
(a) Meanvalues of share differences for the programmetype combinations.
The mean value of share, differences between Special Event (TVB) Drama (ATV) was 62.79.
(h) Stnndnrd deviations of share differences.The standard deviation of share differenes between Special Event (TVB) Drama (ATV) was 0.97.
(c) Nt.rrnber of cases in the sample.There were two cases for the Special Event (TVB) Drama (ATV) combination in the snrnp]e.(d) T-value for the 2-tail test comparing with the share difference in Drama (TVB) & Drama (ATV) combination
Negative sign= De.-rease in share differences.
Positive sign= Increase in share differences.
(e) 2-tail probability."** "<0.01,"* "<0.05,"-- ">0.05.








sign in the 2-tail probability means the share
difference is decreased that means the audience share
in TVB is lowered and ATV has an increased audience
share. The positive sign is just the opposite. (For more
details about those t-test, please refer to Appendix E.)
The five combinations with same programme types,
which were Drama, Special Event, Children Programme,
News and Sports, were regarded as duplicated
programming. Apart from the Special Event combination,
the share differences in the other three combinations
(Children Programme, News and Sports) were significantly
lower than the share difference in Drama/ Drama
combination when compared by*- the t-test. Special event
programme was an occasional type programme broadcast on
special days or for special reasons and was not regarded
as a routine programme in the basic schedule. Thus, in
day to day routine scheduling, TVB could get the best
result by using its drama programmes to counteract ATV's
drama programmes. The situation in ATV was the opposite,
the duplicated programming in drama was the worst.
The remaining 36 combinations (total combinations
41, combinations of duplicated programming= 5) was in
diversified programming. In 21 of them, the mean values
of share differences were significantly lower than the
Drama/ Drama combination, nine of them were higher and
six of them showed no deviation. That meant, when in
diversified programming, TVB usually has a lower
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audience share compared with the duplicated drama
programming.
Among those nine combinations with higher share
differences, six of them were in TVB drama programmes
(the first row of the table), implying TVB could get a
higher audience share by means of drama programmes when
ATV broadcast news, game show, public affairs,
discussion-debate, promotion or documentary programmes.
If ATV's drama programmes were considered (the first
column of the table), similar result was also obtained.
In the first column, the share differences in TVB's
special event, news, variety 'show, discussion-debate and
documentary were decreased. That meant ATV's drama
programmes got a bigger share compared with the
Drama/Drama combination and lowered TVB's audience share
in those programme type combinations.
As a general conclusion, auaiences prefer arama
rather than other programmes, and when drama programmes
are on both channels, they prefer TVB's drama rather
than ATV's.
As far as special event programmes are concerned,
the situation was not so clear. By studying the second
column of the table (i.e. ATV's special event
programmes), it was found ATV's special event programmes
significantly lowered the share differences when TVB
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broadcast drama, news and variety show, implying
audience preference for special event programmes. But
when TVB's special event programmes were considered by
analysing the second row of the table, the pattern was
not consistent. TVB's special event programmes could get
a higher share from ATV's special event, maintain a
stable share against ATV's news and discussion-debate
programmes, but lose share to ATV's drama. The
inconsistency could be explained by the fact that there
were only two occasions for which TVB had special event
programmes in the research period. Since the number of
TVB's special event programmes studied was so limited
that the success or failure of a specific programme
might affect the result. However, the situation in ATV's
special event programmes was different there were four
occasions for ATV having its special event programmes
and the performance of a specific programme could not
affect the mean value so prominently. A conclusion could
be drawn from ATV's special event programme, though
cautiously, that audience have preference for this
programme type over the others. The attractions of
special event programmes may be due to the rarity of
that type and the heavy promotion by the station.
For those combinations below the third row and to
right of the third column in the table, only two of them
have a significant higher share differences (the Variety
Show/ Promotion Programme combination and the Public
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Affairs/ Documentary combination), and one showed no
significant deviation (the Magazine Programme/ News
combination). The share differences in the remaining
combinations were significantly less than that of the
Drama/ Drama combination. That meant TVB lost its share
to ATV under those programme type combinations.
Such a phenomenon does not imply audience prefer
every programme type in ATV to those in TVB. It is
because the drama programmes in TVB are so successful
that they get the maximum share in regular programming.
In occasions when other programme types are telecast in
TVB, certain portion of audience tend to watch something
else in ATV. In other words,% audience have no distinct




With reference to the findings presented in the
previous chapters, a general programming strategy will
be discussed point by point in the following paragraphs.
Drama in Prime Time
The basic schedules of the two stations as shown in
Figure 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 were drama dominated. If
situation comedy were regarded as one type of drama
programme, both are in the story-telling nature, then
drama programmes occupied 2 1/2 hours in TVB schedule
and 3 hours in ATV. It is not surprising that the
licensees have such arrangement. The findings in Chapter
V suggest that drama programmes are the most effective
type to gain audience share regardless what is on the
rival's channel.
There are general comments about the overwhelming
number of drama programmes in prime time schedule and
some people ask for changes. But what types of
programmes are the best substitute for dramas?
Television professionals want to answer this question.
For the time being, the best replacement of drama
programmes is by "better quality" drama programmes, as
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commented by Miss. May Leung, Assistant Programme
Manaqer of TVB.
There is a crisis for the present programme
schedule. Suppose one day in the future, audiences feel
bored with dramas and turn away from television,
programmers would have no ideas how to get back the
audience and by which type of programmes. Mr. Ng Ho,
Assistant Programme Development Manager of TVB, pointed
out the gradual decline in audience rating in the past
few years has already alarmed the industry. TVB tried to
introduce those Five Minute programme types as a form of
informative and service programmes and as a balance of
the overwhelming drama schedule.
In the near future, there is no indication that
drama programmes would occupy less time slots than at
the present moment. On the contrary, they would be
increased in quantity and changed in presentation format
as the nomnetitin between stations intensified.
Slots for Non-drama Programmes
The best time slots to place non-drama programmes
are those between strong drama programmes. The lead in
effect (people stay tuned because of the preceding show)
and the lead out effect (people stay tuned because of
the succeeding show) may sustain a reasonable share of
aiicncP_ but the station should be prepared in case
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its competitor mounts a direct attack on the non-drama
programmes. The longer in duration the non-drama
programme is, the higher the possibility that audience
may switch channel.
Special Events Should be Special
Special event programmes are possibly the
alternative type that can attract a better share of
audience, as shown in Table 5.1. But special event
programmes should be special they are more expensive,
more spectacular, and cannot be scheduled as regular
programmes.
For TVB, special event programmes will probably be
concentrated on Saturdays and Sundays so as not to
disrupt the schedule pattern in weekdays.
The case in ATV is different. ATV should avoid the
direct attack from TVB's duplicated programming of
special events and are forced to schedule this type of
programme within weekdays, even at the expense of
disrupting its own regular schedule.
Strip and Block
The basic schedule pattern will be strip and
block. Serial dramas are still the effective means in
having an audience switch to a channel at the same time
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every weekday night, which is the purpose of "strip" oz
horizontal programming. Within a night, drama type
programmes are also offered one after the other so as tc
hold the tuned in audience, that is "block" or vertical
programming.
Duplication is Inevitable
Because of the overwhelming drama schedule,
duplication of drama programmes is inevitable. TVB, as a
market leader, would likely schedule drama programmes
with a duplicated programming strategy which is
favourable to itself as shown in Table 5.1. ATV should
escape from its enemy's direct attack, it is better for
ATV to have its dramas to beat TVB's non-drama.
Different Strategies in Different Time Slots
Different strategies should be employed in different
time slots within the prime time. Before the hour 19:30,
the strategy is stressed on the lead in effect to
attract as much audience as possible. It is always
easier to keep an audience tuned than to attract the
rival's audience to switch channel.
Between hour 19:45 and 22:00, the audience size is
at a maximum. It is difficult to increase the total
audience size, therefore the strategy becomes to get
audience from the competitor.
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After the hour 22:00, the strategy is to keep
audience awake. Viewers may be willing to sleep later if
programmes are really attractive.
For Market Intruder
The situation will be different if one more
competitor joins the industry. The duplicated
programming strategy may segment the target audience
group to a size such that no one would be benefited.
Tiedge's findings suggested that a diversified
programming was an effective way to encounter the other
two's duplicated programming (Tiedge and Ksobiech:
1987). But in Hong Kong, which type of programmes can
attract a sufficient size of audience so as to sustain a
station? Will the audience size be increased if one more
station joins the market? No one knows the answer for
the time being.
The Television and Sound Broadcasting Survey found
that audiences wanted to watch more documentary and news
programmes.(') But no such indications were found in
this research. It is probably that when audiences are
asked about what are the preferred programmes, they are
inclined to give an answer that they want more
educational programmes. In reality, they would choose
entertainment programmes rather than an educational one.
Thus a market intruder should be skeptical about the
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programme preference as claimed by audience
(1) Television and Sound Broadcasting Survey, Main





In this chapter, a programming strategy is
recommended and, at the same time, the deficiency of the
research is also discussed. Programming strategy in
television is one kind of a marketing strategy. Further
exploration in this area is suggested.
Recommendations
As a summary to this research, the respective
audience share of the two channels is closely related to
their programming. The one that has drama programme on
air can get a audience share higher than its average
share. Thus, the most conservative strategy is to
schedule drama programmes in strip and block. But the
overwhelmed drama schedule may accelerate audience's
refusal to this programme type. In order to find some
substitutes for dramas before viewers feel bored about
television, new programme genre should be tested. The
best time slot to make such a test is between two strong
drama programmes. By means of the lead in and lead out
effect, audience may stay tuned and have a chance to get
accustom to the new programme type. At the same time,
the audience share may be maintained at an acceptable
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level.
If one more competitor joins the industry, the three
stations may have to use different programming strategy.
Tiedge's study may be more applicable (Tiedge and
Ksobiech: 1987).
Limitations and Weaknesses
The audience survey data did not include those
viewers who taped the programmes and watched later. Tape
viewers can arrange their own viewing schedule and the
duplicated or diversified programming strategies have no
influence on them. This research could only study viewer
behaviour in real time.
Another shortcoming of the research was the
limitation in the schedule studied. Only 13 weeks were
involved in the analysis and the combination between
different programme types were not exhausted. The study
of viewer preference on programme types were naturally
restricted to those types which telecast frequently.
Moreover, some programme types were dominated by a
specific programme because the time span studied was too
short. The conclusion that viewer preference on a
certain type may be biased by a specific programme. Such
deficiency will be minimized if the research resource
can support to study a longer period.
Moreover, the causal relationship between viewer and
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programme types is difficult to define in such kind of
study. We cannot find out whether it is the composition
of audience that shapes the programme schedule or vice
versa. The solution could only be found through a long
period of study and by comparing different schedule
patterns.
Directions for Further Studies
From a television perspective, a study of this kind
can provide information in programming strategy so as to
increase one's audience share. However, this study can
be regarded as research in business strategy in the
broad sense. Future studies may integrate those theories
in business strategy with the viewing behaviour of
television audience. The results would be useful for the
industry as well as academic studies.
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APPENDICES
A. SAMPLE PAGE OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE SURVEY WEEKLY
SUMMARY.
B. RAW DATA.
C. PROGRAMME TYPE COMBINATIONS.
i) SPSS/PC Computer Programme for the Calculation of




i) SPSS/ PC Computer Programme for the Chi-square
Test (Equal Size Grouping).
ii) Computer Print-out (Equal Size Grouping).




i) SPSS/PC Computer Programme for the T-test
(Comparing Drama/News with Drama/Drama).







Notes on the following data:
Column 01-04= Date (e.. 1003= October 3rd'.






Column 08-09= Time Slot
01= 18:00, 02= 18:15, 03= 18:30,
04= 18:45, 05= 19:00, 06= 19:15,
07= 19:30, 08= 19:45, 09= 20:00,
10= 20:15, 11= 20:30, 12= 20:45,
13= 21:00, 14= 21:15, 15= 21:30,
16= 21:45, 17= 22:00, 18= 22:15,
19= 22:30, 20= 22:45, 21= 23:00,
22= 23:15, 23= 23:30, 24= 23:45.
-olumn 11-12= TVB Programme Type






















Column 14= Broadcasting Frequency of the TVB Prog.
Column 21= Broadcasting Frequency of the ATV Prog.
1= Strip Type (Monday to Friday)
2= Regular Type (Once per week)
3= Occasional Type (Not fixed)
4= Semi-regular (More than once in
a week)
9= Unclassified
column 16 Production Source of the TVB Prog.
Column 23= Production Source of the ATV Prog.
1= In-house Production
2= Outside Production (No additional
post production)
3= Re-package (Re-edited with local
tag and link)
4= Dubbed Programme (Locally dubbed
foreign programme)
9= Unclassified
Column 25-28= TVB Audience Size (In thousand)






1003 1 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0553 0092
1003 1 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 1948 0268
1003 1 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2101 0253
1003 1 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2155 0293
1003 1 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2251 0277
1003 1 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2377 0231
1003 1 15 01 1 1 21 1 1 2330 0206
10031 18 11 1 1 01 1 4 1733 0229
1003 1 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0777 0203
1003 1 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0677 0240
1003 1 24 30 1 1 75 1 1 0337 0411
1010 1 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0536 0129
1010 1 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1679 0094
1010 1 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1845 0189
1010 1 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2299 0223
1010 1 10 03 1 4 01 1 1 2258 0259
1010 1 11 03 1 4 01 1 1 2230 0279
1010 1 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2302 0274
1010 1 15 01 1 1 21 1 1 2348 0207
1010 1 16 01 1 1 21 1 1 2197 0278
1010 1 18 11 1 1 01 1 4 1685 0167
1010 1 19 11 1 1 01 1 4 1755 0141
1010 1 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0849 0130
1017 1 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1346 0222
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1017 1 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1988 0191
1017 1 10 03 1 1 01 1 1 2498 0214
1017 1 18 11 1 1 01 1 4 1765 0183
1017 1 19 11 1 1 01 1 4 1856 0151
1017 1 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0624 0146
1017 1 24 30 1 1 75 1 1 0341 0203
1024 1 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0722 0257
1024 1 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1495 0159
1024 1 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1881 0230
1024 1 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 1952 0239
1024 1 12 30 1 1 10 3 1 2099 0599
1024 1 17 01 1 1 10 3 1 2084 0474 EYT=THE SEASON
1024 1 22 11 1 1 10 3 1 0775 0689
1031 1 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 1011 0225
1031 1 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1535 0189
1031 1 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 2138 0245
1031 1 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2260 0290
1031 1 11 03 1 4 01 1 1 2403 0264
1031 1 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1228 0361
1031 1 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0887 0335
1031 1 23 30 1 1 75 1 1 0464 0190
1031 1 24 30 1 1 75 1 1 0301 0214
1107 1 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1343 0193
1107 1 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1619 0173
1107 1 05 80 1 9 01 1 1.1824 0232
1107 1 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2121 0236
1107 1 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2176 0242
1107 1 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2384 0201
1107 1 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2192 0157
1107 1 16 01 1 1 21 1 1 1909 0235
1107 1 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1031 0391
1107 1 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0603 0256
1107 1 23 30 1 1 75 1 1 0497 0214
1107 1 24 30 1 1 75 1 1 0352 0276
1114 1 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0625 0220
1114 1 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0850 0261
1114 1 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1633 0207
1114 1 10 03 1 4 01 1 1 2162 0310
1114'1 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2087 0271
1114 1 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1364 0398
1114 1 23 30 1 1 75 1 1 0376 0326
1121 1 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0789 0055
1121 1 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0899 0129
1121 1 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1858 0179
1121 1 08 70 1 3 01 1 1 2149 0281
1121 1 09 70 1 3 80 1 1 2166 0222
1121 1 11 03 1 4 01 1 1 2054 0318
1121 1 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 1952 0252
1121 1 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2067 0168
1121 1 15 01 1 1 21 1 1 1993 0151
1121 1 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1566 0300
1121 1 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 1197 0335
1121 1 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0896 0241
1121 1 23 30 1 1 75 1 1 0429 0202
119R 1 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1363 0176
59
1128 1 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1629 0125
1128 1 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2247 0225
1128 1 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2438 0190
1128 1 11 03 1 4 01 1 1 2617 0222
1128 1 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2439 0254
1128 1 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2413 0210
1128 1 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1425 0371
1128 1 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1145 0381
1128 1 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0901 0354
1205 1 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1374 0217
1205 1 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1631 0165
1205 1 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1974 0255
1205 1 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2115 0295
1205 1 10 03 1 4 01 1 1 2239 0251
1205 1 12 01 1 1 01 1 1 2211 0307
1205 1 15 01 1 1 21 1 1 2202 0239
1205 1 16 30 1 1 21 1 1 1962 0269
1205 1 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1508 0334
1205 1 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1397 0363
1205 1 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 1021 0424
1205 1 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0807 0199
1205 1 22 75 2 1 51 1 3 0699 0177
1212 1 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0547 0197
1212 1 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2109 0309
1212 1 09 03 1 1 80 1 1 2141 0303
1212 1 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2077 0271
1212 1 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2165 0205
1212 1 16 30 1 1 21 1 1 1818 0372
1212 1 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1506 0305
1212 1 23 75 2 1 51 1 3 0518 0200
1219 1 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0846 0227
1219 1 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1893 0234
1219 1 10 03 1 4 01 1 1 2151 0264
1219 1 11 61 1 1 01 1 1 2161 0279
1219 1 12 Ol 1 1 01 1 1 2125 0277
1219 1 15 01 1 1 21 1 1 2237 0191
1219 1 16 30 1 1 21 1 1 1782 0362
1219 1 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0786 0398
1219 1 22 75 2 1 75 1 1 0602 0196
1219 1 24 30 1 1 75 1 1 0385 0229
1004 2 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1868 0291
1004 2 08 Ol 1 1 01 1 1 2122 0292
1004 2 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2119 0222
1004 2 10 35 2 1 01 1 1 2105 0235
1004 2 11 35 2 1 01 1 1 2197 0265
1004 2 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2305 0259
1004 2 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2367 0173
1004 2 15 01 1 1 21 4 1 2439 0139
1004 2 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0915 0144
1004 2 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0694 0108
1011 2 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0613 0151
1011 2 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2206 0247
1011 2 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2208 0309
1011 2 15 01 1 1 21 4 1 2438 0134
1205 1 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1887 0185
60
1011 2 17 11 1 1 01 1 4 2065 0152
1011 2 19 11 1 1 01 1 4 2049 0081
1011 2 20 11 1 1 01 1 4 1470 0105
1011 2 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0786 0175
1011 2 23 30 1 1 55 4 1 0574 0195
1018 2 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0930 0216
1018 2 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1198 0168
1018 2 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1833 0238
1018 2 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 1961 0272
1018 2 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2106 0289
1018 2 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2203 0223
1018 2 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2265 0167
1018 2 20 11 1 1 01 1 4 1745 0098
1018 2 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0820 0083
1018 2 23 30 1 1 01 3 4 0743 0100
1018 2 24 30 1 1 01 3 4 0551 0162
1025 2 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1269 0249
1025 2 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1503 0243
1025 2 06 Ol 1 1 01 1 1 1980 0200
1025 2 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2274 0198
1025 2 10 35 2 1 01 1 1 2436 0181
1025 2 11 35 2 1 01 1 1 2429 0199
1025 2 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2525 0159
1025 2 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2513 0143
1025 2 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1322 0337
1025 2 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1124 0340
1025 2 24 30 1 1 55 4 1 0295 0200
1101 2 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0597 0173
1101 2 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0854 0237
1101 2 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1568 0260
1101 2 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 2155 0199
1101 2 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2364 0239
1101 2 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2064 0301
1101 2 13 Ol 1 1 01 1 1 2136 0243
1101 2 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2217 0262
1101 2 15 01 1 1 21 4 1 2278 0190
1101 2 16 01 1 1 21 4 1 2080 0213
1101 2 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1431 0318
1101 2 23 30 1 1 55 4 1 0451 0158
1101 2 24 30 1 1 55 4 1 0310 0183
1108 2 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0843 0305
1108 2 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2246 0269
1108 2 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2442 0261
1108 2 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2197 0360
1108 2 16 01 1 1 21 4 1 1865 0219
1108 2 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1075 0432
1108 2 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0505 0261
1108 2 23 30 1 1 55 4 1 0465 0225
1115 2 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0696 0221
1115 2 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0889 0230
1115 2 05 80 1 9 Ol 1 1 1735 0241
1115 2 10 35 2 1 01 1 1 2241 0296
1115 2 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2023 0182
1115 2 15 01 1 1 21 4 1 2051 0145
1115 2 16 01 1 1 21 4 1 1806 0240
61
1115 2 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1366 0331
1115 2 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0873 0468
1122 2 01 29 1 1 29 1 4 0636 0128
1122 2 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1276 0198
1122 2 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1494 0195
1122 2 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1839 0196
1122 2 09 70 1 3 80 1 1 2106 0242
1122 2 10 35 2 1 01 1 1 2135 0244
1122 2 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2037 0249
1122 2 15 01 1 1 21 4 1 2081 0125
1122 2 17 11 1 1 50 4 3 1705 0210
1122 2 18 11 1 1 50 4 3 1593 0199
1122 2 20 11 1 1 50 4 3 0987 0354
1122 2 23 30 1 1 50 4 3 0467 0266
1122 2 24 30 1 1 50 4 3 0335 0222
1129 2 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0851 0270
1129 2 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1874 0278
1129 2 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 1951 0258
1129 2 11 35 2 1 01 1 1 2211 0345
1129 2 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2140 0277
1129 2 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1538 0286
1129 2 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1335 0370
1129 2 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1004 0411
1206 2 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0722 0210
1206 2 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1360 0175
1206 2 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1502 0215
1206 2 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1727 0234
1206 2 09 35 2 1 80 1 1 2214 0203
1206 2 10 35 2 1 01 1 1 2247 0180
1206 2 16 30 1 1 21 4 1 1913 0263
1206 2 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0663 0278
1206 2 22 51 2 1 30 1 1 0504 0209
1206 2 24 30 1 1 55 4 1 0289 0163
1213 2 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1726 0283
1213 2 07 Ol 1 1 01 1 1 1947 0274
1213 2 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0878 0377
1213 2 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0738 0263
1220 2 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1378 0168
1220 2 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1533 0268
1220 2 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1812 0257
1220 2 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 1903 0285
1220 2 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 1897 0277
1220 2 11 61 1 1 01 1 1 1893 0334
1220 2 12 01 1 1 01 1 1 1898 0328
1220 2 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 1949 0279
1220 2 16 30 1 1 21 4 1 1743 0239
1220 2 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1383 0319
1220 2 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1263 0431
1220 2 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1130 0421
1220 2 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0811 0205
1220 2 22 51 2 1 55 4 1 0584 0163
1005 3 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1716 0198
1005 3 10 03 4 1 01 1 1 2200 0203
1005 3. 12 01 1 1 01 1 1 2193 0179
1005 3 18 11 1 1 01 1 4 1899 0189
62
1005 3 19 11 1 1 01 1 4 2074 0156
1005 3 20 11 1 1 01 1 4 1313 0141
1005 3 23 30 1 1 55 4 1 0416 0224
1005 3 24 30 1 1 55 4 1 0286 0228
1012 3 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0899 0196
1012 3 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2065 0188
1012 3 10 03 4 1 01 1 1 2295 0186
1012 3 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2104 0207
1012 3 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2291 0189
1012 3 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2251 0147
1012 3 20 11 1 1 01 1 4 1130 0120
1012 3 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0575 0163
1026 3 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0635 0099
1026 3 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1336 0166
1026 3 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1498 0146
1026 3 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1906 0219
1026 3 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2077 0228
1026 3 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2177 0240
1026 3 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2384 0204
1026 3 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2346 0169
1026 3 16 01 1 1 70 4 1 2234 0128
1026 3 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1436 0240
1026 3 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 0873 0350
1026 3 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0739 0280
1026 3 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0588 0185
1026 3 23 30 1 1 55 4 1 0343 0286
1026 3 24 40 2 2 55 4 1 0252 0328
1102 3 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0578 0143
1102 3 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0752 0244
1102 3 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1260 0217
1102 3 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1482 0208
1102 3 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1758 0242
1102 3 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1966 0236
1102 3 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2139 0294
1102 3 11 03 4 1 01 1 1 2094 0314
1102 3 15 01 1 1 40 2 2 2131 0154
1102 3 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1284 0347
1102 3 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 1010 0345
1102 3 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0862 0216
1102 3 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0650 0172
1109 3 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1349 0231
1109 3 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 0890 0173
1109 3 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2285 0214
1109 3 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2285 0182
1109 3 10 03 4 1 01 1 1 2223 0242
1109 3 11 03 4 1 01 1 1 2236 0247
1109 3 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2013 0276
1109 3 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 1979 0130
1109 3 15 01 1 1 40 2 2 2037 0099
1109 3 16 01 1 1 99 2 9 1933 0148
1109 3 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1378 0306
1109 3 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1191 0346
1109 3 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0545 0281
1109 3,23 30 1 1 55 4 1 0512 0222
1116 3 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1770 0182
63
1116 3 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2181 0241
1116 3 11 03 4 1 01 1 1 2172 0292
1116 3 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 1972 0301
1116 3 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0810 0503
1123 3 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0670 0158
1123 3 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0832 0220
1123 3 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1286 0223
1123 3 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1585 0174
1123 3 06 70 1 3 01 1 1 1870 0290
1123 3 07 70 1 3 01 1 1 1885 0286
1123 3 08 70 1 3 01 1 1 2050 0288
1123 3 10 03 4 1 01 1 1 2085 0315
1123 3 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2003 0318
1123 3 16 01 1 1 70 2 1 2000 0158
1123 3 19 11 1 1 50 4 3 1297 0211
1123 3 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0715 0177
1123 3 24 40 2 2 50 4 3 0367 0201
1130 3 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0837 0254
1130 3 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1314 0202
1130 3 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1730 0179
1130 3 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 1987 0236
1130 3 10 03 4 1 01 1 1 2304 0201
1130 3 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2236 0132
1130 3 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1385 0265
1207 3 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0775 0121
1207 3 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1968 0257
1207 3 09 03 4 1 80 1 1 2181 0228
1207 3 11 61 1 1 01 1 1 2045 0221
1207 3 15 01 1 1 40 2 2 2177 0172
1207 3 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1464 0343
1207 3 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 0993 0501
1207 3 22 75 2 1 30 1 1 0591 0179
1207 3 24 30 1 1 55 4 1 0348 0269
1214 3 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0642 0233
1214 3 09 03 4 1 80 1 1 2153 0241
1214 3 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2013 0234
1214 3 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2064 0195
1214 3 16 30 1 1 70 4 1 1717 0232
1214 3 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 0936 0299
1214 3 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0559 0285
1214 3 24 30 1 1 55 4 1 0365 0256
1221 3 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0887 0176
1221 3 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1424 0205
1221 3 09 03 4 1 80 1 1 1878 0270
1221 3 11 61 1 1 01 1 1 1905 0297
1221 3 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2010 0161
1221 3 15 01 1 1 70 4 1 2006 0186
1221 3 16 30 1 1 60 3 9 1603 0325
1221 3 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1223 0413
1221 3 22 75 2 1 30 1 1 0754 0203
1221 3 23 75 2 1 55 4 1 0617 0264
1228 3 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1593 0171
1228 3 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1845 0213
1228 3 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 1977 0226
122R 3 12 01 1 1 01 1 1 1794 0260
64
1228 3 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 1844 0261
1228 3 15 01 1 1 99 9 9 1893 0177
1228 3 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1291 0365
1228 3 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1114 0477
1228 3 22 75 2 1 30 1 1 0616 0211
1228 3 23 75 2 1 55 4 1 0538 0214
1006 4 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1349 0143
1006 4 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2269 0240
1006 4 11 21 2 1 10 3 1 2116 0250
1006 4 13 01 1 1 10 3 1 2263 0240
1006 4 14 01 1 1 10 3 1 2270 0265
1006 4 17 11 1 1 10 3 1 1639 0312
1006 4 18 11 1 1 10 3 1 1562 0295
1006 4 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0742 0276
1006 4 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0638 0201
1006 4 24 30 1 1 51 2 3 0289 0123
1013 4 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1818 0246
1013 4 10 21 2 1 01 1 1 2048 0265
1013 4 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2331 0149
1013 4 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0760 0152
1013 4 24 30 1 1 51 2 3 0301 0072
1020 4 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0635 0132
1020 4 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0894 0241
1020 4 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1428 0263
1020 4 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1725 0238
1020 4 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1798 0234
1020 4 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2227 0292
1020 4 10 61 2 1 01 1 1 2269 0179
1020 4 11 61 2 1 01 1 1 2336 0205
1020 4 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2265 0219
1020 4 16 01 1 1 60 2 1 2356 0203
1020 4 18 11 1 1 01 1 4 1966 0178
1020 4 24 40 2 2 51 2 3 0309 0212
1027 4 11 61 2 1 01 1 1 2444 0255
1027 4 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2448 0255
1027 4 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2515 0208
1027 4 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1627 0389
1027 4 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1474 0367
1027'4 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1273 0348
1027 4 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0576 0152
1027 4 24 30 1 1 51 2 3 0298 0237
1103 4 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0614 0185
1103 4 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1971 0263
1103 4 11 61 2 1 01 1 1 2198 0269
1103 4 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 1984 0303
1103 4 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2072 0190
1103 4 16 01 1 1 70 2 3 1834 0261
1103 4 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1069 0526
1103 4 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0818 0492
1103 4 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0649 0135
1103 4 23 30 1 1 50 4 3 0516 0119
1110 4 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0895 0254
1110 4 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1329 0243
1110 4 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1573 0225
1110 4 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 2006 0288
65
L110 4 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2092 0282
1110 4 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2223 0272
L110 4 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2330 0224
1110 4 10 61 2 1 01 1 1 2296 0271
1110 4 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2056 0274
1110 4 15 01 1 1 70 2 3 2141 0170
1110 4 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1135 0468
1110 4 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 0917 0418
1110 4 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0484 0205
1117 4 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0731 0210
1117 4 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1376 0131
1117 4 10 61 2 1 01 1 1 2414 0204
1117 4 11 61 2 1 01 1 1 2382 0229
1117 4 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2141 0228
1117 4 23 30 1 1 51 2 3 0651 0109
1124 4 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0803 0261
1124 4 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1281 0200
1124 4 08 70 1 3 01 1 1 2004 0349
1124 4 09 70 1 3 80 1 1 2088 0247
1124 4 10 61 2 1 01 1 1 2161 0182
1124 4 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2080 0185
1124 4 15 01 1 1 61 3 1 2129 0117
1124 4 20 11 1 1 50 4 3 0840 0350
1201 4 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1814 0256
1201 4 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1958 0256
1201 4 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2138 0250
1201 4 15 01 1 1 70 2 3 2253 0151
1201 4 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1178 0336
1201 4 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 0929 0392
1201 4 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0700 0187
1208 4 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0623 0186
1208 4 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1515 0240
1208 4 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2136 0236
1208 4 09 20 2 1 80 1 1 2143 0289
1208 4 12 01 1 1 01 1 1 2055 0261
1208 4 16 30 1 1 61 3 1 2040 0192
1208 4 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1611 0247
1208 4 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0798 0472
1208 4 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0674 0299
1215 4 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0974 0222
1215 4 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1403 0274
1215 4 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1744 0234
1215 4 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2021 0211
1215 4 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2075 0219
1215 4 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2137 0274
1215 4 15 Ol 1 1 70 2 3 2162 0227
1215 4 23 51 2 3 50 1 3 0358 0173
1222 4 02 61 1 1 30'1 1 0900 0219
1222 4 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1491 0224
1222 4 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2002 0256
1222 4 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2028 0282
1222 4 09 20 2 1 80 1 1 2100 0276
1222 4 13 01 1 1 99 3 9 2239 0250
1222 4 15 01 1 1 70 2 3 2172 0205
1222 4 16 30 1 1 70 2 3 1714 0322
66
1222 4 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1412 0396
1222 4 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0794 0630
1222 4 22 51 2 3 51 2 3 0563 0170
1222 4 23 51 2 3 51 2 3 0471 0134
1229 4 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0587 0234
1229 4 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1270 0211
1229 4 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1694 0229
1229 4 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1849 0256
1229 4 12 01 1 1 01 1 1 1935 0257
1229 4 16 30 1 1 70 2 3 1570 0368
1229 4 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1303 0455
1229 4 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 0970 0542
1229 4 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0898 0518
1229 4 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0808 0213
1229 4 23 51 2 3 51 2 3 0509 0095
1229 4 24 30 1 1 51 2 3 0431 0093
1007 5 02 29 1 4 30 1 1 0806 0286
1007 5 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1508 0111
1007 5 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1852 0215
1007 5 10 03 4 1 01 1 1 2028 0202
1007 5 11 03 4 1 01 1 1 2078 0278
1007 5 15 01 1 1 35 2 2 2317 0105
1007 5 18 11 1 1 01 1 4 1804 0155
1007 5 19 11 1 1 01 1 4 1925 0091
1007 5 20 11 1 1 01 1 4 1286 0152
1007 5 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0852 0150
1007 5 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0706 0072
1007 5 24 30 1 1 01 3 4 0348 0114
1014 5 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0541 0176
1014 5 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1686 0230
1014 5 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1887 0240
1014 5 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2077 0275
1014 5 09 Ol 1 1 80 1 1 2148 0224
1014 5 11 03 4 1 01 1 1 2161 0212
1014 5 15 Ol 1 1 35 2 2 2370 0166
1014 5 17 11 1 1 61 3 1 1772 0169
1014 5 24 30 1 1 55 4 1 0360 0174
1021 5 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0601 0169
1021 5 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0748 0264
1021 5 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1471 0162
1021 5 07 01 1 1 Ol 1 1 1951 0277
1021 5 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2094 0294
1021 5 11 03 4 1 01 1 1 2390 0221
1021 5 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2169 0242
1021 5 16 35 2 2 61 3 1 2192 0203
1021 5 17 11 1 1 61 3 1 1926 0216
1021 5 19 11 1 1 61 3 1 1963 0129
1021 5 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 1545 0118
1021 5 23 30 1 1 55 4 1 0799 0209
1028 5 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0665 0198
1028 5 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0758 0343
1028 5 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1533 0225
1028 5 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 2050 0229
1028 5 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2326 0276
1028 5 09 Ol 1 1 80 1 1 2487 0222
67
1028 5 10 03 4 1 01 1 1 2509 0234
1028 5 11 03 4 1 01 1 1 2609 0237
1028 5 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 2632 0270
1028 5 16 35 2 2 70 4 1 2532 0151
1028 5 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1114 0380
1028 5 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0950 0314
1028 5 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0678 0085
1104 5 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 0835 0229
1104 5 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1277 0288
1104 5 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1716 0192
1104 5 10 03 4 1 01 1 1 2252 0265
1104 5 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2041 0213
1104 5 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2111 0174
1104 5 15 01 1 1 35 2 2 2097 0162
1111 5 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1397 0185
1111 5 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1794 0225
1111 5 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 1987 0272
1111 5 13 01 1 1 01 1 1 2116 0253
1111 5 16 35 2 2 70 4 1 1965 0172
1111 5 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1195 0391
1111 5 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 0939 0396
1111 5 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0773 0189
1111 5 22 11 1 1 30 1 1 0615 0161
1118 5 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1369 0176
1118 5 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1868 0172
1118 5 09 01 1 1 80 1 1 2189 0266
1118 5 19 11 1 1 01 1 2 1374 0428
1125 5 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0624 0217
1125 5 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1430 0190
1125 5 05 80 1 9 01 1 1 1744 0247
1125 5 08 70 1 3 01 1 1 2053 0352
1125 5 09 70 1 3 30 1 1 2200 0211
1125 5 12 30 1 1 10 3 1 2082 0294
1125 5 13 01 1 1 10 3 1 2183 0315
1125 5 14 01 1 1 10 3 1 2183 0318
1125 5 15 01 1 1 10 3 1 2132 0288
1125 5 17 11 1 1 10 3 1 1259 0318
1125 5 18 11 1 1 10 3 1 1051 0398
1125 5 21 11 1 1 99 9 9 0727 0198
1125 5 23 30 1 1 35 2 2 0612 0146
1202 5 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1813 0245
1202 5 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 2013 0251
1202 5 08 01 1 1 01 1 1 2144 0247
1202 5 09 80 1 1 80 1 1 2178 0204
1202 5 11 03 4 1 01 1 1 2260 0275
1202 5 14 01 1 1 30 1 1 2166 0187
1202 5 18 11 1 1 01 1 2 1285 0406
1202 5 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0972 0452
1202 5 24 30 1 1 55 4 1 0336 0236
1209 5 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1300 0154
1209 5 13 10 3 1 10 3 1 2563 0198
1209 5 14 10 3 1 10 3 1 2541 0214
1209 5 16 10 3 1 10 3 1 2517 0269
1209 5 20 10 3 1 10 3 1 2013 0273
1209 5 23 10 3 1 51 1 3 1622 0108
68
1209 5 24 30 1 1 51 1 3 1375 0180
1216 5 07 40 3 2 01 1 1 1423 0479
1216 5 12 30 1 1 01 1 1 1925 0336
1216 5 14 10 3 1 40 3 2 1980 0216
1216 5 16 10 3 1 60 3 9 1818 0261
1216 5 17 10 3 1 01 1 2 1576 0352
1216 5 18 10 3 1 01 1 2 1416 0331
1216 5 22 10 3 1 30 1 1 0859 0239
1216 5 23 10 3 1 35 2 2 0703 0224
1223 5 04 30 1 1 80 1 9 1537 0139
1223 5 06 01 1 1 01 1 1 1735 0264
1223 5 07 01 1 1 01 1 1 1755 0287
1223 5 10 03 4 1 12 3 9 1751 0239
1223 5 13 01 1 1 12 3 9 1877 0222
1223 5 15 01 1 1 35 2 2 1883 0224
1223 5 17 11 1 1 01 1 2 1166 0675
1223 5 20 11 1 1 01 1 2 0751 0596
1223 5 22 11 1 1 50 3 1 0618 0141
1223 5 24 30 1 1 50 3 1 0446 0153
1230 5 01 29 1 4 29 1 4 0803 0221
1230 5 02 61 1 1 30 1 1 1055 0169
1230 5 03 30 1 1 30 1 1 1468 0165
1230 5 10 03 4 1 01 1 1 2000 0235
1230 5 12 01 1 1 01 1 1 1823 0352
1230 5 21 11 1 1 30 1 1 0851 0118
1230 5 23 30 1 1 31 3 1 0557 0129
1013 4 11 21 2 1 01 1 1 2087 0253 1
1216 5 06 40 3 2 01 1 1 1494 0386 1
1208 4 15 01 1 1 61 3 1 2156 0186 1
1209 5 21 10 3 1 30 1 1 1883 0111 1
1209 5 22 10 3 1 30 1 1 1797 0079 1
1216 5 15 10 3 1 40 3 2 1915 0217 1
1213 2 22 51 2 1 30 1 1 0537 0242 1
1208 4 10 20 1 1 30 1 1 2196 0232 1
1215 4 10 20 1 1 30 1 1 2206 0252 1





i) SPSS/PC Computer Programme for the Calculation of the
Means, Standard Deviations and Number of Cases:
DATA LIST FILE='A:RAW-DATA'
/ DATE 1-4 DAY 6 TIME 8-9 TTYPE 11-12 TFRE 14 TSOU 16
ATYPE 18-19 AFRE 21 ASOU 23 TSIZE 25-28 ASIZE 30-33.
RECODE ATYPE (31=30) (51=50).
RECODE TTYPE (51=50).






VARIABLE LABELS DIFSHARE 'Share Difference'
/ TATYPE 'TVB/ ATV Programme Type Combination'.
MEANS DIFSHARE BY TATYPE.
70ii) Computer Print-out:
SPSS/PC+
Summaries of DIFSHARE Share Diffcrence
By levels of TATYPE TUB/ ATV Programme Type Combination
Variahle Value Lahel fiean Sid Dev Ca5E5
For Entire Population 18. 7477 53366.7835
3.2839TATYPE 101.00 78.0101 96
TATYPE 110.00 74.7340 6.2 6
TATYPE 112.00 78.8471 0.0
TATYPE 121.00 83.3045 4.3364 15
TATYFEE 130.00 84.8812 2.6756 21





TATYPE 161.00 86.8498 3.8641 2
00
TATYPE 170.00 83.6390 4.341 8
TATYPE 01.00 79.7898 3.534 26
0.0TATYPE 312.00 75.9779 1
TATYPE 1001.00 62.7960 .9751
TATYPE 1010.00 81.7317 4.301 4
TATYPE 1030.00 78.9702 19.53b1 3
TATYFE 1035.00 51.6721 0.0
1040.00TATYFE 79.9857 .483 2
0.0
1050.00 87.5145 0.0TATYPE
TATYPE 1060.00 74.8919 0.0 1












































Variable Value Label Mean Std Dev Cases
IATYPE 5055.00 56. 3583 M
TATYPE 6101.00 /r !S1J 4.7868 1i
TAT'rPE 6130.00 57. 0707 8.374J 24
TATYFE 7001.00 7 N.35OU 2.JJ1i 6
TATYPE 700.00 82.495?
TATYPE 7530.00 53.3515 4.3(131
I ATYPE 7550.00 51,9394 0.8133
TATYPE 7555.00 41.5766 t. 3.3





i) SPSS/PC Computer Programme for the chi-square Test
(Equal Size Grouping):
DATA LIST FILE='A:RAW-DATA'
/ DATE 1-4 DAY 6 TIME 8-9 TTYPE 11-12 TFRE 14 TSOU 16
ATYPE 18-19 AFRE 21 ASOU 23 TSIZE 25-28 ASIZE 30-33.
RECODE ATYPE (31=30) (51=50).
RECODE TTYPE (51=50).





SORT CASES BY DIFSHARE (A).
LIST VARIABLES=DIFSHARE/ CASES FROM 177 TO 178.
LIST VARIABLES=DIFSHARE/ CASES FROM 354 TO 355.
IF (DIFSHARE=61.48) CHANGE=1.
IF (DIFSHARE61.48 AND DIFSHARE=78.21) CHANGE=2.
IF (DIFSHARE78.21) CHANGE=3.
IF (TTYPE=ATYPE) PROTYPE=1.
IF (TTYPE ATYPE) PROTYPE=2.
VARIABLE LABELS CHANGE 'Change in Share Difference'
/PROTYPE 'Programme Type'.
VALUE LABELS CHANGE 1 '1st 1/3' 2 '2nd 1/3' 3 '3rd 1/3'
/PROTYPE 1 'Duplicated Prog.' 2 'Diversified Prog.'.














Number of cases read= 355 NUmber of cases listed= 2
SPSS/PC+
Crosstabulation; CHANGE Change in Share Difference
By PROIYPE Prooraraare TYoe
Count
Row fCT DupLicatIDiversif
PROTYP Col Pct Ied Prog.Iied Pros Row
Tot Pct 1.00 Total
CHANGE
22 1551.00 177





2nd 173 47.5 52.5
24.7
15.8 11.5







52.59150 . 0000 51.902 None
Number of Missing Obib,SErvation5 = 0
178
Number of case5 listed = 2








iii) SPSS/PC Computer Programme for the Chi-square Test
(Mode Reference):
DATA LIST FILE='A:RAW-DATA'
/ DATE 1-4 DAY 6 TIME 8-9 TTYPE 11-12 TFRE 14 TSOU 16
ATYPE 18-19 AFRE 21 ASOU 23 TSIZE 25-28 ASIZE 30-33.
SELECT IF (TTYPE80 AND ATYPE80).







IF (DIFSHARE=70 AND DIFSHARE85) CHANGE=2.
IF (DIFSHARE=85) CHANGE=3.
IF (TTYPE=ATYPE) PROTYPE=1.
IF (TTYPE ATYPE) PROTYPE=2.
VARIABLE LABELS CHANGE 'Change in Share Difference'
/PROTYPE 'Programme Type'.
VALUE LABELS CHANGE 1 'Below Mo (70)1
2' 'Mode (=70,85)1 3 'Above Mo (85)1
/PROTYPE 1 'Duplicated Prog.' 2 'Diversified Prog.'.




iv) Computer print-out (Mode Reference):
PSS/PC+
Crosstabulation: CHANGE Change in Share Difference
By PROTYPE Programme Type
Cout
Row Pct Duplicat Diversif
PROTYPE Col Pct de prog ied prog Row
Tot Pct 1.00 2.00 Total
CHANGE
1.00 31 186 217
Below Mo (70) 14.3 85.7 40.8
19.9 49.5
5.8 35.0
2.00 121 148 269
Mode =70 ,<85) 45.0 55.0 50.6
77.6 39.4
22.7 27.8
3.00 4 42 46
Above Mo 95) 8.7 91.3 8.6
2.6 11.2
.8 7.9
Column 156 376 532
Tital 29.3 70.7 100.0
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells ,with E.F.<5
64.94433 2 .0000 13.489 None




i) SPSS/PC Computer Programme for the T-test (Comparing
Drama/News with Drama/Drama):
DATA LIST FILE='A:RAW-DATA'
/ DATE 1-4 DAY 6 TIME 8-9 TTYPE 11-12 TFRE 14 TSOU 16






T-TEST GROUPS=TATYPE( 0130, 0101)/VARIABLES=DIFSHARE.
77
ii) Computer Print-out (Comparing Drama/News with
Drama/Drama):
5P55/PC+
Independent samples of TATYPE
Prrinn?• TATVP P[1iGroup 1: TATYPE EQ 130.00
t-test for: DIFSHARE
Number Standan Standarc
Mean Devi ati ors Errorof Cases
Ia 2. 675: . J-Group I 84.881IL
m '7
.'3J3.28496 78.0101Group
Fooled Variance Estimate Separate Variance Estimate
Degrees of 2-Tailtt Degrees of 2-TailF Z-Tail
Prob.FreedomValueValue Freedom Prob.Value Prot.
0003 4.5500C)115 10.218. 7151.51. k 7 i
78
iii) T-test Summary:
The share differences in the following programme type combinations were compared with the share difference in Drama/Drama.
Pooled Variance Estimate * Seperate Variance Estimate
No. of Standard Standard F Deg. of 2-Tail2-Tail t t Geq. of 2-Iai
Code No Cases Mean Deviatior Error Value Value Freedom Prob.Prob. Value Freedom Prob
Drama/ Drama
0101 96 78.0101 3.284 0.335
Drama / Variety show
-2.23 -1.210.009 1000110 6 74.7340 6.283 2.565 3.66 0.028 5.17 0.25
Drama / Game Show
0.000 4.54 16.61 0.001.74 0.122 5. 55 1090121 15 83.3045 4.326 1.117
Drama I New
1) 1 In PA PA19 ?-Ocl A- CIA 34.56 0.008.95 115 0.000 10.211.51 0.297
Drama I Public Affairs
0.0603.102.914.46 98 0.0000.1252.520135 85.6582 5.216 2.608
Drama/ Discussion- Debate
0.02-2.175.120.0401.000 4.96 971.350140 3 87.5355 2.827 1.632
Drama I Prn®ntinai
0.1811.033.210.000963.761.38 0.4840161 2 86.8488 3.865 2.733
Drama / Dumentary
0.0087.683.580.0001024.540.2141.750170 8 83.6380 4.341 1.535
Situation Comedy / Drama
37.52





1.5319.840.000960.46611.3401001 2 62.7760 0.975 0.690 0.000
79
Pooled Variance Estimate f Seperate Variance Estimatef
No. of Standard Standard F 2-Tail t Deg. of 2-Tail t Z-Tail
Code No Cases dear Deviation Error VaIII Prob. Val ue Freedom Prob. Value Deg. o Freedos Prob.
Special Event/ Special Event
1010 4 81.7317 4.301 2.151 1.72 0.338 2.20 98 0.030 1.71 3.15 0.182
Special Event / News
1030 3 8.9702 19.536 11.279 35.39 0.000 0.3 97 0.104 0.09 2.00 0.94111
Special Event/ Discussion- Debate
1040 2 79.9857 0.484 0.342 46.05 0.234 0.85 96 0.399 4. 12 3.80 0.016
Variety Show / Drama
-11.31 111.611101 84 55.5280 19.168 2.091 34.07 0.000 178 0.000 81.27 0.000
Variety Shcrw/ Special Event
-10.15 -2.451110 5 49.3710 26,076 11.662 63.05 0.001 0.001 4.0199
Variety Show 1 News
-12.09
-8.5211310 38 58.3089 14.100 2.287 18.44 0.000 38.600.000 0.000
Variety Show I Sports
-2.29-7.38 5.03 0.01023.23 0.000 0.0001150 6 63.1833 15.828 6.462 100
Variety Show I Proootional
2.09 0.1420.001 2.311.47 0.47 2.77 971161 3 83.3618 3.975 2.295
Magazie Proraume/ New
1.52 0.1432.820.35211.10 0.471 0.93 962030 2 80.1926 0.986 0.697
Game Show i Drama
-0.38-0.12 1.51 0.7460.905960.43612.962101 2 77.7311 0.912 0.645
Children Programme i Children Programme
-9.61
-16.24 0.00025.320.1001199.54 0.0002929 25 58.2525 10.143 2.00
News I Drama
-1.79





Pnnlad rianra Fctinata Seperate Variance EstimatE
Ko. of Standard Standard F 2-Tail t Deg. Of 2-Tail t Deg. of 2-Tail
Code No Lases dean Deviatio Error Value Prob. Value Freedom Prob. Value Freedom Prob.
News/ Special Event
-4.95 -1.283010 2 65.4246 13.899 9.828 17.91 0.000 96 0. 000 1.00 0.42
News/ Game Shaw
3021 5 71.9708 5.333 2.385 0.0772.64 -3.88 99 0.000 -2. 51 4.16 0.064
News 1 News
-4.88 -3.843030 26 73.9919 5. 058 0.992 0.003 1I02. 37 0.000 30.93 0.001
News /Sports.
-12.05 -4.113050 10 48.4899 22.675 7.170 0.000 0.00047.67 104 9.04 0.003
Reps/ Norse Racing
-28.40
-12.540.000 1093055 15 29.0710 15.055 3.887 21.02 0.000 14.21
News r Documentary
-4.58 -2.22 2.03 0.1544.67 0.023 97 0.0003070 3 68.8617 7.098 4.098
News I General Information
-9.97
-28.503075 9 21.6303 16.928 5.643 8.06103 0.0000.000
Public Affairs/ Drama
0.132 0.1817.601.470.0521.97 1021.983501 8 80.4668 4.617 1.632
Public Affairs 1 Documentary
0.1751.043.400.0013.54 961.09 0.600IS70 7 86.32.3 3.423 2.421
Discussion- Debate/ Drama
-1.09
-9.96 0.12121.010.000964.01 0.09640012 54.2841 6.579 4.652
Dicruscion- Debate I Sports
-10.18
-22.56 0.0611.010.000965.22 0.0495 Z 13.9151 1.501 5.304
Sports 1 News




Pooled Variance Estimate * Seperate Variance Estimatef
No. of Standard Standard F 2-Tai1 t Deg. of 2-Tail t Deg. of 2-Tai
Code No Cases VaIlipMean Deviation Error Prob. Value Freedom Prob. Value Freedo Prob
ports / Sports
5050 4 53.1752 13.892 6.946 17.89 0.000 -12.03 98 0.000 -3.17 3.01 0.031
Promotional / Drama
6101 12 79.7513 4.787 1.382 2.12 0.051 1.83 106 0.011 1.37 1.3 0.197
Promotional/ News
.6.50 0.0006130 24 57.0707 8.374 1.709 -19.41 118 0.000 -12.02 24.77 0.000
tocumencary / urama
70011 6 73.3500 2.550 1.042 1. 66 0.606 -3.41 100 0.001 -4.26 6.09 0.005
General Information / News
7530 3 1.72 0.37053.3515 4.304 2.485
General Information/Sporte
-10.58 96 0.00014.85 0.00351.9394 10.818 7.6507550 2
tenerai intormation / Horse Raring
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